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ISSUES OF CONCERN TO LUBBOCK

ADDRESSED IN RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING
October 1st through December 31st

 
1.  Sports Business: Analyzing the contracts and money involved with the 

sports teams of local interest. Specifically as to how money 
or lack or lack of effects these teams.

2.  Leadership: Discussion on the importance of strong leadership both in 
sports and in everyday life.

3.  Children: Promoting high school athletics while focusing on the 
accomplishments of local programs and athletes.

4. Education: Updates from Texas Tech University on issues involving 
education. 

5.  Sports Health: Updating the community on the health of the athletes that 
local fans are interested in. 

6.  Crime: Detail various aspects of many local and national athletes 
who have run-ins with the law.

7.  Legal:  Discussing the legal issues athletes of local and national 
athletes of interest that affect their opportunities on the 
field or court. 

8.  Exercise:  Promotion of exercise to young and old for a healthier 
lifestyle.

9.  Safety: Public service announcements that explain the importance 
safety in different areas.

10.  Community Interest: Information on various sports and events with high interest 
in the local community.
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                                       REGULARLY SCHEDULED

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

KJTV-AM PROGRAMS THAT
ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES

Herein follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KJTV-
AM, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues.  The listing 
is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any 
priority or significance.

1) Regularly scheduled, full-length programs airing weekly, which serve an interest 
to the public:

Program Title and Description Airtime

1a)   KJTV-AM -Locally produced programming
a.      End of the Bench                      Mon-Fri 9:00-11:00am
b.     The Bottom Line                     Mon-Fri 11:00-1:00pm
c.     The Press Box                Mon-Fri 1:00-3:00pm
d.     Community Accents Sun 6:30-6:45pm
e.    LISD Show Sat 6:50-7:00pm
f.     High School Fan Zone             Various times 
g.     The Sports Grind                     Mon-Fri 3:00-5:00pm  

 
Sports and information radio programs, produced in-house to give local, 
regional and national news.  Covers local, state and national sports and 
weather with local professionals as well as other stories of public interest.

1b)   KJTV-AM-Syndicated
           a. ESPN Radio                                   Mon-Sun 6:00pm-6:00am
           b. Mike and Mike in the Morning      Mon-Fri 6:00-9:00am
           c. The Will Cain Show                     Mon-Fri 3:00-6:00pm
           

2)   Public Service Announcements
In addition to the above programming, KJTV-AM also aired public service 
announcements.  These announcements were scheduled to air randomly from sign-on 
to sign-off each day.  
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3)    Daily Features
The following are daily features that update and educate the listeners on a variety of 
topics local topics.

-Weather: Hourly updates on the local forecast and current weather conditions.
-Sports News: Hourly updates on both local, state, and national news.

4)    Community Involvement
KJTV-AM sponsors community events for adults and children on the South Plains.  
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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT

MOST SIGNIFICANT ISSUE-RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING
         (October 1st through December 31st)

1.   Sports Business: Analyzing the contracts and money involved with the 
sports teams of local interest. Specifically as to how money or lack or 
lack of effects these teams.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid Social Security scams and what to listen and 
look for to avoid being taken advantage of.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping parents apply for Social Security if they have disabled 
children.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA explaining how listeners can help raise money and awareness for those 
battling Multiple Sclerosis.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-05
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Texas Rangers advanced to the ALDS after beating the 
Rays 7-1 yesterday. Are NIL deals getting out of hand? What do the Red Raiders need to 
do to beat Baylor on Saturday? What will it take for the Rangers to beat the Orioles? Best 
Halloween candy by state. Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the 
show with Ask The Benchwarmers.
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Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Chois and Geoff go over their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 
football. Who will be the next A&M coach? Best type of seafood to eat. Lastly, the guys 
take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-16
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys preview tonight's Texas Tech basketball game 
against Texas A&M Corpus Christi. Will Texas Tech football win out? The BIG 12 and 
WWE agree to a deal and partnership, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline 
to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-27
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Geoff recaps the trip to the Bahamas with the men's 
basketball team. The guys discuss the schools in college football that are looking for new
coaches. How will the Texas Tech football program look after the bowl game, and lastly 
the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

2.  Leadership: Discussion on the importance of strong leadership both in sports 
and in everyday life.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 07-12
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott and Taylor Beadles discuss Big 12 Media Days and the MLB Star 
Game. The guys play "The Game" as Taylor tries to guess how close Big 12 cities are to 
AT&T Stadium, and BPE and Taylor go head to head in Take vs. Take. Plus, for Tell Me 
I'm Wrong, Clint makes the statement that Bob Huggins will be more remembered for his 
fallout in the past months than his for his career.

3.  Children: Promoting high school athletics while focusing on the    
accomplishments of local programs and athletes.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
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TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping parents apply for Social Security if they have disabled 
children.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA explaining the health risks of vaping.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: Raising awareness and money for the Texas Boys Ranch which helps local 
youths. (1st version)

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: Raising awareness and money for the Texas Boys Ranch which helps local 
youths. (2nd version).

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA raising awareness for car seat safety for young passengers. 

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the benefits of becoming a Boy Scout. 
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on issues involving education.

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
Date: 10/1-10/29
Time: Various Times
Synopsis: The Texas Department of Agriculture is encouraging listeners to 
participate in the Farm Fresh Challenge which urges you to buy local produce and 
eat healthier. 

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 9th-October 24th
TIME: Various Times (45 times per quarter)
LENGTH: Promotes the Source to Solution Event which airms to help those fighting 
with alcohol or drug addiction. 

5. Sports Health: Updating the community on the health of the athletes that 
local fans are interested in.

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the benefits of organ and eye donations.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the need for females to have their hearts checked and ways 
for them to avoid heart attacks.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the need for radon testing in your home or office.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping parents apply for Social Security if they have disabled 
children.
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KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA explaining the health risks of vaping.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the use of 1800662HELP if you or someone you know has 
a drug problem.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid stress and gives ways to find relief of stress. 
(1st version).

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid stress and gives ways to find relief of stress. 
(2nd version).

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA explaining how listeners with Multiple Sclerosis can seek help for 
their condition.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA explaining how listeners can help raise money and awareness for those 
battling Multiple Sclerosis.
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KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-06
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman, Geoff Haxton and Josh Faupel 
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and 
they read your comments from the chatline. Geoff tells us of a fight that occurred at the 
BBQ cook-off yesterday. Will Max Sherzer pitch again for the Rangers this season? Final 
preview of the Texas Tech vs Baylor Bears game. Who is the worst team in the NFL if 
not the Bears? Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask 
The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 9th-October 24th
TIME: Various Times (45 times per quarter)
LENGTH: Promotes the Source to Solution Event which aims to help those fighting 
with alcohol or drug addiction. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-16
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Texas Tech's loss to Kansas State on 
Saturday. Who is to blame for the offensive struggles? Will Behren Morton take the trip 
to Provo this weekend? The Texas Rangers continue to win, and lastly the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

6.  Crime: Detail various aspects of many local and national athletes who have 
run-ins with the law.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid Social Security scams and what to listen and 
look for to avoid being taken advantage of.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the avoidance or driving while intoxicated. 
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KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: Promoting using a designated driver and avoiding drunk driving. 

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
Date: 07/01-7/30
Time: Various times
Amount: 3 times per day
Synopsis: Talks about not littering and mentions that it is against the law and warns off 
the legal punishments.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 9th-October 24th
TIME: Various Times (45 times per quarter)
LENGTH: Promotes the Source to Solution Event which airms to help those fighting 
with alcohol or drug addiction. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-11
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Texas Rangers sweep the Baltimore Orioles and 
advance to the ALCS. Shedeur Sanders, is he a good role model for kids? The guys 
power rank the BIG 12 running backs. Will Kansas get in trouble with the NCAA or will 
it be brushed under the rug. The NHL season started last night, and lastly the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

7.  Legal:  Discussing the legal issues athletes of local and national athletes of 
interest that affect their opportunities on the field or court. 

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid Social Security scams and what to listen and 
look for to avoid being taken advantage of.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
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KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: Promoting using a designated driver and avoiding drunk driving.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-11
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Texas Rangers sweep the Baltimore Orioles and 
advance to the ALCS. Shedeur Sanders, is he a good role model for kids? The guys 
power rank the BIG 12 running backs. Will Kansas get in trouble with the NCAA or will 
it be brushed under the rug. The NHL season started last night, and lastly the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

8.  Exercise:  Promotion of exercise to young and old for a healthier lifestyle.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the need for females to have their hearts checked and ways 
for them to avoid heart attacks.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid stress and gives ways to find relief of stress. 
(1st version).

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA helping listeners avoid stress and gives ways to find relief of stress. 
(2nd version).
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importance safety in different areas.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the need for females to have their hearts checked and ways 
for them to avoid heart attacks.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the need for radon testing in your home or office.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting the avoidance or driving while intoxicated. 

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA using Smokey Bear that explains the importance of fire safety with a 
camp fire.

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA promoting fire safety outdoors. 

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: Promoting using a designated driver and avoiding drunk driving. 

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: January-December
TIME: Various Times
LENGTH: :30
SYNOPSIS: PSA raising awareness for car seat safety for young passengers. 
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KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
Date: 10/1-10/29
Time: Various Times
Synopsis: The Texas Department of Agriculture is encouraging listeners to participate in 
the Farm Fresh Challenge which urges you to buy local produce and eat healthier. 

10.  Community Interest: Information on various sports and events with high 
interest in the local community.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-02
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman, Jeff McGuire and Clint Scott 
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and 
they read your comments from the chatline. The Chiefs are 2-0 with Taylor Swift in 
attendance. The Red Raiders won on Saturday over the Houston Cougars and we recap 
what we saw. Cowboys dominated the Patriots to get their third win of the young season. 
The Rangers are in the postseason and will take on the Rays starting tomorrow, and 
lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The 
Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-02
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Josh Faupel discuss this past college football 
weekend, every Big 12 program's strengths and weaknesses heading into week 6, and 
Texas Tech's victory over Houston. The Double Play of The Day features Drae McCray's 
electrifying kickoff return, and Daron Bland's Pick 6. In today's edition of Kailey's 
Daily's, Snead remorses the Pandas in U.S. zoos moving back to China. Clint and Josh go 
head-to-head in Take vs Take answering the questions regarding what it would take to get 
coaches like Nick Saban fired, favorite hype song,  and what animal would you be for a 
day. Josh asks the Question of the Day to find out which new programs now, or the four 
Pac-12 teams joining next year have a chance to compete for the Big 12 title.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-03
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys break down their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 football. 
Which BIG 12 game was the best over the weekend? The Chiefs won't win the super 
bowl because Taylor Swift will be too big of a distraction. The Texas Rangers begin their 
postseason run today, and lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the 
show with Ask The Benchwarmers.
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KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-06
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent recap Texas Tech's game against 
Houston from last week and preview what the Red Raiders will need to do to get a win in 
Waco against Baylor. The guys discuss the Atlanta Braves' fancy concession stands food 
items, and Clint and Jamie go head to head in Take vs. Take and answer questions like 
which character from any book they would be. Plus, for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Jamie makes 
the statement that Baylor's all-yellow football uniforms are the worst in the Big 12.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-06
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent recap Texas Tech's game against 
Houston from last week and preview what the Red Raiders will need to do to get a win in 
Waco against Baylor. The guys discuss the Atlanta Braves' fancy concession stands food 
items, and Clint and Jamie go head to head in Take vs. Take and answer questions like 
which character from any book they would be. Plus, for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Jamie makes 
the statement that Baylor's all-yellow football uniforms are the worst in the Big 12.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-09
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Rangers are one win away from the ALCS. Will 
Gonzaga really join the BIG 12 for basketball? The Dallas Cowboys took a loss in Santa 
Clara last night. Previewing the Kansas State Wildcats coming up this weekend. Is USC 
the best team in the PAC 12, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end 
the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-09
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent recap Texas Tech Football's victory 
over Baylor, the misery over the Dallas Cowboys' prime time embarrassment by the 
49ers, take a look around the Big 12 week 6 games and key impact players, Clint dances 
on cloud 9 over the Play of the Day call paying homage to the band Creed, Columbus 
Day edition of Kailey's Daily's features the connection Columbus had to the marine 
mammal manatee, and the guys get their Blind Projection results from Friday after a great 
weekend in sports.
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KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-10
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys break down their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 football. 
Which BIG 12 game was the best over the weekend? Do people enjoy watching reality 
tv? The Rangers are one win away from advancing to the ALCS, and lastly, the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-11
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent discuss the power five conference 
champions this point in the football season in today's edition of the Bottom Line Big 5, 
Ben's Play of the Day highlights the Rangers' 7-1 victory for the sweep over the Orioles 
advancing to the AL Championship Series, Kailey's Daily's touches on the history of the 
Oriole bird, and Clint's Question of the Day asks "The Texas Rangers will win the 
championship series and the world series if." The guys also go head to head in take vs 
take, answer your comments on the chatline, and Snead hears more of Creed.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-12
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Are Whoppers a good candy? The Texas Rangers will take 
on the Houston Astros in the ALCS. What would you do if you won the Powerball 
lottery? We as a group recap our preseason college football predictions as they stand 
halfway through the season, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end 
the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-13
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap the crazy finish of the West Virginia vs 
Houston game last night. Today is Friday the 13th. Who were the worst hires in college 
football in the last few years? The Rangers will release their ALCS roster tomorrow, and 
lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The 
Benchwarmers.
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KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-13
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent evaluate the Big 12 newcomers' 
performances after Houston beat West Virginia for the first newcomer win of the football 
season. The guys discuss the Big 12 basketball preseason poll and where Texas Tech 
landed, make Blind Picks on the ALCS and upcoming Texas Tech-Kansas State game, 
and give their best Star Wars impressions. Plus, Jamie asks is it more important for 
Behren Morton or Tahj Brooks to have a big game against K-State, and for Tell Me I'm 
Wrong, Clint makes the statement that there are no absolute bottom dwellers in Big 12 
football this season.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-16
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent celebrate the Rangers defeating the 
Baltimore Orioles to advance to the ALCS, and immediately come out swinging in the 
first game to defeat AL rival Houston Astros. Predictions for Monday Night Football still 
isn't going in the Cowboys favor as the guys pick another loss for Dallas. The guys reach 
full meltdown mode following Texas Tech's devastating loss to Kansas State, and Snead 
unleashes his fury for Tech players to wake up. Today's Play of the Day features the 
double play from game 1 of the ALCS. Kailey's Daily's brings you different animal 
perspectives during a solar eclipse in the aftermath of last weekend's solar eclipse. 
The guys also go head-to-head in Take vs Take with Jamie asking the questions 1. What 
is the most difficult officiating call to make in any sport? 2. What experience have you 
had that made you the most uncomfortable? 3. What rule would you like to add in any 
sport?

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-17
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Are the Cowboys a serious playoff team? The guys break 
down their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 football. How Texan is Hax based on the food he's 
eaten since moving to Texas? The Rangers are still winning games and are 7-0 this 
postseason, and lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with 
Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Morning Drive
Date: 10-18-23
Time: 6:00-9:00
Synopsis: Chuck Heinz and Jamie Lent react to comments about the run game at Tech, 
offensive struggles, what sport would you want to watch a clinching game at, and the 
Men's Big 12 basketball schedule next year.
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KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-18
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Chois gives Hax a pop quiz on players and what jersey 
numbers they wore during their career. Lucas asks the burning question, including giving 
me the year you were born without using numbers. Max Scherzer gets the start tonight for 
the Rangers, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with 
Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-18
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent have another NFL edition of the 
Bottom Line Big 5 reassessing the top 5 road winners going into week 7. Snead picks the 
Jaguars, Browns, Raiders, Packers and Commanders. Clint picks Bills, 49ers, Jaguars, 
Dolphins and Packers. In Kailey's Daily's, there is disgust regarding the goose and past 
goose experiences. The guys go head-to-head in Take vs Take featuring the questions 1. 
The one time where you got the biggest slap to the face, 2. What U.S. city that has not 
hosted the Olympic Games, would make the best site for a future Olympics (summer or 
winter), and 3. Name an actor who you think would make an interesting sports 
personality. Jamie is either right, wrong, or crazy for Rangers fans to have a 10/10 
confidence for today's game 3 in the ALCS to advance to the World Series. The guys also 
answer your comments on the chatline.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-19
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally
and nationally, and they read your comments from the chatline. How
long should halftime be for a high school football game? The guys
preview the upcoming Texas Tech vs BYU game on Saturday. Will the
Rangers win tonight against the Astros? Texas Tech football legend
Rodney Allison joins the guys on the show before he moves to Hawaii,
and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show
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KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-20
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally
and nationally, and they read your comments from the chatline. The
guys give their final preview of the Texas Tech vs BYU game, Chois
asks Hax to do over/under on lines for the game. Chois tells of his
sibling rivalry with his brothers. The Texas Rangers need a win today
against the Astros, and lastly the guys take questions from the
chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-20
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Josh Faupel, Jamie Lent, and Jeff McGuire discuss the ALCS 
series between the Rangers and Astros, Texas Tech Football's performance against K-
State, and what to look forward to in their game against BYU. Jamie asks who has the 
biggest likelihood to be upset in the Big 12 this weekend for the Question of the Day, and 
for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Jeff makes the statement that either the Astros will win the series 
in seven games or the Rangers will win the series in six games. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-23
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Who is to blame for the struggles of the Texas Tech football 
team? The ALCS game 7 is tonight in Houston, who will take the win? Halloween is a
little more than a week away, and lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end 
the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.
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KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-23
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent give their predictions and hype for 
game 7 of the ALCS after the Rangers' Adolis Garcia's grand slam takes game 6 aka the 
Play of the Day. Another interesting college football weekend is in the books, the guys 
look around the nation starting with the Pac-12 with what stood out to them. Yesterday, 
October 22nd, was International Wombat Day, Kailey's Daily's takes you into the facts of 
the marsupial Northern Hairy-Nosed Wombat. The guys give their thoughts on Texas 
Tech's brutal loss to BYU from starting a freshman quarterback, offensive line protection 
issues, defensive struggles, and 2 early fumbles. It is a head-to-head matchup in Take vs 
Take featuring the questions 1. What Blue Man Group segment would you like to add to 
the show? 2. What is your extra criteria for a student to get admitted into a university? 3. 
Will anyone pass George Blanda as the oldest player to play in the NFL? Jamie is either 
right, wrong, or crazy when he predicts this year as the worst showing from the Big 12 in 
football. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-25
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locallyand nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Arizona Diamondbacks and the Texas Rangers will be 
the teams in the world series. The guys give a little preview of the Texas Tech men's
basketball team. Geoff gives a list of places not to take a first date. The 5th annual 
Halloween candy draft, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the 
show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-25
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent run down the Big 12 teams with the 
highest total yards in today's edition of the Bottom Line Big 5. Snead picks Oklahoma, 
Texas, Kansas State, Houston, and UCF. Clint picks Texas, Kansas State, Kansas, 
Oklahoma State, and Oklahoma. A little trash talk transpires as the guys get some laughs 
in as to why the Arizona Diamondbacks mascot is not a snake. Today's triple Play of the 
Day highlights the Final Four showdown against Michigan State as Texas Tech Men's 
Basketball nears its season start. In Kailey's Daily's, Snead asks "What do you carry with 
you when trick-or-treating?" Spoiler alert, a glow-stick. Snead brings you info on South 
America's Polka-dot Tree Frog aka the "Glow in the Dark Frog." The guys go head to 
head in Take vs Take featuring the questions 1.What is the most overrated candy? 2. 
What coach in any sport would make a great serial killer? 3. A three-player NFL mock 
draft. Who won? Jamie issues the statement, "This is the worst showing from Texas Tech 
Football we've seen in at least the past decade." Is he right? wrong? or crazy? 
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Date: 10-26

Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally
and nationally, and they read your comments from the chatline. Does
this world series matchup between the Diamondbacks and Rangers appeal
to the average MLB fan? Should the tush push play the Eagles run be
illegal? Do you shower with your pet? Chois gives Hax a quiz on
professional teams that have never won a championship, and lastly the
guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The
Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-27
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locallyand nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Stories of how siblings got hurt. Chois shares a story from 
last night's cityleague volleyball game. The guys preview game one of the world series.
Worse costumes to wear for Halloween this year. The best BIG 12 football games for this 
weekend, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask 
The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 10-27
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss the most intriguing college 
football games this weekend, the Play of the Day, and the Arizona Diamondbacks' 
mascot in Kailey's Dailey's. The guys also make Blind Projections and then break down 
the World Series matchup between the Texas Rangers and the Diamondbacks, how many 
games the series winner will have, and how this series impacts television ratings.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-30
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Chois gives a list of favorite candy by state, with Halloween 
being tomorrow. The guys discuss how Texas Tech's exhibition game against A&M 
went. The world series is even at one game a piece with game three tonight in Phoenix, 
Geoff gives a pop quiz to Chois over US geography, and lastly the guys take questions 
from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.
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Date: 10-30
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson and Jamie Lent take a look around the Big 12 in 
college football, the NFL, and game 3 of the world series. Laughs are shared as the guys 
spout off what bothers them nowadays from a fashion standpoint. A Halloween edition of 
Take vs Take includes the questions 1. What Big 12 coach's biggest fear would be 
waiting for them at the final level of a haunted house? 2. What Ramar personality would 
have the best costume? 3. If Halloween had an Easter Bunny-esque mascot what would it 
be? Clint's Question of the Day asks who will be in the Big 12 Championship? as Kansas 
State is the heavy favorite along with Texas, Oklahoma, and Oklahoma State.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 10-31
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Lucas dresses up as Scotty P from We're the Millers for 
Halloween. The guys break down their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 football. T.V. ratings from
week 9 of college football. The Rangers win game 3 last night 3-1 and lastly, the guys 
take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-01
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Choisgives Hax a pop quiz on odds of who will win the BIG 
12 championship for football. Can the Texas Rangers win tonight and be crowned MLB
champs? The guys preview Texas Tech vs TCU set for tomorrow night, and will Brehen 
Morton be back to 100%, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the 
show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
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Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent prepare for Game 5 of the World 
Series pulling for the Rangers to plant their flag on baseball's highest peak. The guys 
bring interesting stadium takes and experiences what they found interesting, crazy, and 
unique. Today's Plays of the Day 1. highlights Red Raider alumni Josh Jung racks a score 
in Game 4, and 2. today marks the 15-year anniversary of Michael Crabtree's game 
winning catch to upset number 1 Texas. Kailey's Daily's continues on animals with 
misleading names featuring the Wolf-Eel which is neither wolf nor eel. The guys go 
head-to-head in Take vs Take with the questions 1. What non-conference games would 
you want to see Texas Tech play?  2. What is the best Halloween costume you've seen 
this year? 3. What is your ideal walk-off home run celebration? Clint's Question of the 
Day asks What in-person sports moment gave you a deeper love for sports?

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-02
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locallyand nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The Texas Rangers are your MLB World Series champs. 
The guys give their thoughts on Texas Tech's next conference opponents for the next few 
years in football. TCU plays Texas Tech tonight and Chois and Geoff
give their predictions and keys to the game. Lastly, the guys take questions from the 
chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-03
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Hax sadly tells us that the dragging Charger might have 
come to an end.The guys recap Texas Tech's win over TCU last night. Dan Dakich joins
the show and tells stories about coach Bob Knight. Geoff gives the over/under of Texas 
Tech basketball wins at 18.5, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end 
the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
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24Date: 11-03
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss Texas Tech Football's win 
vs. TCU, look ahead early to the Kansas matchup, and pick games in Blind Projections. 
Plus, for Jamie's Question of the Day, Jamie asks the guys what their expectations are for 
Red Raider Basketball, and for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Clint makes the statement that this 
weekend's Big 12 matchups are the best they will be this season and set the table for a fun 
future of Big 12 football.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-06
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent discuss how live mascot handlers try 
out and are selected to handle 100 yard dashes, spoiler alert, they are also student 
athletes. The Play of the Day goes back in time during the Zion Williamson and R.J. 
Barrett duo at Duke dominating on the 2018-2019 college basketball season kickoff. 
After a thrilling NFL weekend, the guys pick their top 2 favorite matchups including 
Texans vs Bucs, Ravens vs Seahawks, Cowboys vs Eagles, Vikings vs Falcons, Bills vs 
Bengals, and Chiefs vs Dolphins. The guys go head-to-head in Take vs Take featuring the 
questions 1. What is your favorite TV game show? 2. What is the worst call/non-call in 
sports history? 3. What is your electrifying Super Bowl this point in the season? After a 
hard-fought battle in the Big 12 between Oklahoma and Oklahoma State, a controversial 
call is brought to the table. Is Clint either right, wrong, or crazy when he claims that one 
more win for Texas Tech football guarantees a bowl game spot.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-07
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman, Geoff Haxton and Jeff McGuire 
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and 
they read your comments from the chatline. Chois and Geoff go over their tiers of 12 for 
BIG 12 football. What would you like most for breakfast, pancakes, an omelet or a 
burrito? Who are the most liked and disliked athletes in the world? Lastly, the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
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Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis:  Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie Lent talk about Texas Tech vs Kansas, 
can Techs defense hold up against a good mobile Quarterback. Take vs Take- 1. What 
would be the hardest thing in your life to give up? 2. When would be the worst time in 
life to shout "BANG guns up 3 ball"? 3. If you could get rid of one tradition from any 
school, what would it be? Cowboys vs Eagles takeaways, impressed wtih Daks 
performance despite the loss. Play of the day Keenan Allen makes spectacular one 
handed catch. Question of the day what, What 5 games on Techs basketball schedule do 
you have the least confidence in? Tell me im wrong- Jamie tells the guys, the super bowl 
matchup will include two of these four teams and no one else, Baltimore Ravens, Kansas 
City Chiefs, Philadelphia Eagles, and The San Fransico 49ers. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-08
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Texas Tech takes the court for the first time this season 
tonight. The guys give their college basketball predictions. Chois gives the burning
questions to the group. Would you shave your eyebrows to win the BIG 12 and a good 
bowl game? Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask 
The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-08
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent recap the biggest wins in the Big 12 
conference in today's edition of the Bottom Line Big 5. Snead picks K State, Oklahoma 
State, Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma. Clint picks Texas, Oklahoma State, Oklahoma, Kansas 
State and Houston. The guys give their thoughts on how Texas Tech must win versus a 
ranked opponent on the road. From addressing the needs defensively, to adjusting the run 
game, turning over Jason Bean in the air, and full reliance on the front 7 especially 
defensive ends and outside linebackers. The Play of the Day highlights Jasmine Shavers' 
26 point career high performance against UTRGV. Shavers was also 4/5 from deep an 
9/11 from the field. Native species week continues in Kailey's Daily's featuring facts on 
the Lubbock homer Prairie Coyote. Clint and Jamie go head-to-head in The fastest 
growing game show Take vs Take with the questions 1. What is your favorite call of any 
sport? 2. Who should be added to the cast lineup of the Expendables series? 3. Who are 
your next 10 to the 75 greatest NBA players of all time?

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-09
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26Time: 9:00-12:00 Synopsis: The End of the Bench with 
Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what you need to know in the world of 
sports both locally and nationally, and they read your comments from the chatline. Texas 
Tech's basketball season started last night. The guys preview Texas Tech at Kansas for 
Saturday. High school football playoffs begin
tonight. Chois gives a list of glamorous looking jobs that really aren't, and lastly the guys 
take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM: The End of the Bench
Date: 11-10
Time: 9AM-12PM
Synopsis: Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton talk about the many sports going on right 
now with Tech athletics, Playoff high school football games going on tonight, tech 
women's soccer tournament, Kansas City BBQ better than Texas? Highs and lows, jeff 
Mcguire joins the show and talks burning questions, Looking at Texas Techs game 
against Kansas tomorrow, tech softball 2024 signing class number 2 in the NATION, 
around the conference hoops, Texas Techs game this weekend and what Tech can 
improve on. 

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-10
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Josh Faupel discuss Red Raider Football 
matchup against Kansas, what to look out for in tomorrow's game, Tech Softball's #2 
recruiting class ranking, and interesting matchups in college football tomorrow. Plus, the 
guys make Blind Projections, and for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Clint makes the statement that 
for Tech to beat the Jayhawks, they have to put up 30 plus points on KU.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-13
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Texas Tech's win over Kansas on Saturday. 
Texas Tech men's basketball team is 2-0. Jimbo Fisher is out at A&M. and lastly the
guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-13
Time: 12:00-3:00
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27Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Josh Faupel discuss the Red Raider football 
victory over ranked Kansas, Snead goes on a rant with fans not celebrating the win, and 
pointing out how firing is not the answer for winning. Today's Play of the Day montage 
highlights Texas Tech's basketball win against San Jose State, and the guys give their 
thoughts on what to expect for the Grant McCasland era. In Kailey's Daily's the 
Prehensile-Tailed Porcupine is the featured animal of the day following Native Species 
Week. Clint's Question of the Day asks what event in sports excited you the most 
this past weekend? The guys also get a chance to tell Clint if he's right, wrong, or crazy 
when he predicts the 4th down stop before the end of the first half is the biggest situation 
the Red Raiders won. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-15
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys begin to preview the UCF vs Texas Tech game. 
The change in BIG 12 offenses have turned more run heavy. Josh Jung not getting AL 
ROY due to injury, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end
the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-15
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss the 5 highest rushing teams 
in the Big 12 conference as far as totals not individual performances in this week's edition 
of the Bottom Line Big 5. Matt picks Texas Tech, UCF, TCU, Texas, and Oklahoma 
State. Clint shares 3 of them taking Oklahoma State, TCU, and Tech, the difference is 
Oklahoma and Kansas State. The guys play the fastest growing game-show in the world 
Take vs Take featuring the questions 1. Who would you want to sing the National 
Anthem at a sports contest? 2. Would you rather watch a regular season game courtside? 
Or a high stakes playoff game from the rafters? 3. Start/Bench/Cut your preferred 
baseball voice plus add an emergency backup with Jack Buck, Marty Brennaman, Ernie 
Harwell, Vin Scully, and Joe Davis. Clint's Question of the Day is who are the 5 MVP's 
for this year's Red Raider Football team? Names like Behren Morton, Tahj Brooks, 
Dadrion Taylor-Demerson, Jaylon Hutchings, Gino Garcia, The most surprising NFL 
team is up for discussion, candidates include Texans, Seahawks, Steelers, Ravens, and 
more. Jamie states the 4th down stop on Saturday against Kansas was the biggest play for 
the Red Raiders this season. Is he right, wrong, or crazy?

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-17
Time: 12:00-3:00
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28Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Josh Faupel discuss this upcoming week in 
the NFL, how the Kansas City Chiefs' game vs. the Eagles impacts the Dallas Cowboys, 
and the guys make Blind Projections, including Tech Football's game vs. UCF. Matt and 
BPE go head to head in Take vs. Take, and for the Question of the Day, Clint asks which 
NFL player the guys grew up hating the most.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-20
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Taylor Beadles tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Tyler Shough is in the transfer portal. Texas Tech is going 
bowling after beating UCF on Saturday. Are the Dallas Cowboys for real? What the
future looks like for Texas Tech football looking past the bowl game, and lastly the guys 
take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-20
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie Lent take a look around the Big 12 
conference in football this past weekend. Celebrations are in order as Texas Tech 
Football's bowl game birth for the 3rd year in a row for the first time since 2010 
following the 24-23 victory over UCF. The guys give their thoughts on key plays, 
mistakes, strengths and weaknesses, Tahj Brooks' career high rushing performance and 
how they feel about the different reactions from the fans. Today in Kailey's Daily's is 
World Anteater Day, Snead gives you interesting facts and information on the famous 
Giant Anteater. The guys go head-to-head in the fastest growing gameshow Take vs Take 
with the questions today 1. What is your ideal Thanksgiving Day routine? 2. What is the 
worst part of the Thanksgiving meal? 3. What athlete/celebrity would you not want to 
have come into your house for Thanksgiving hoping there's plenty of food for them? 
Jamie asks will the Red Raiders win in Austin this Friday, or lose by more than 14 to the 
Longhorns? Clint predicts if the Red Raiders win against the Longhorns for the last time 
on the gridiron, it would be the best coaching job by Joey McGuire in his entire tenure 
here. Is he right, wrong, or crazy? The guys also answer your thoughts and questions on 
the chatline.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-21
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Taylor Beadles tells you what 
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your comments from the chatline. The guys give their tiers of 12 for BIG 12 football. The 
Cowboys play the Commanders on Thanksgiving. Best college football rivalries? The 
guys give their keys to a Texas Tech win over Texas on Friday, and lastly the guys take 
questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM Bottom Line
Date: 11-21
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie lent talk, what dish are you bringing to 
your thanksgiving dinner? Take vs Take- favorite nickname involving initials, Dallas 
Cowboys are removed from Thanksgiving slate, who should replace them. Question of 
the day- hand select who you want to be Texas Techs leading scorer, preview into 
Wednesdays game against Villanova, tell me I'm wrong- if Texas Tech wins against the 
Longhorns on Saturday it still wouldn't be one of the top 2 impressive wins of Coach 
McGuire tenure.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-27
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss Red Raider Football's 
excruciating loss to the Texas Longhorns. The guys lament over the defeat and touch on 
the agonizing life as a Red Raiders fan at times. Conference Championship Week is here 
with Texas vs Oklahoma State, Michigan vs Iowa, Georgia vs Alabama, Washington vs 
Oregon, and Florida State vs Louisville plus the non-power 5 programs. The guys give 
their picks on who they think will win, and how it will affect the College Football playoff 
ranking. Clint has your Take vs Take questions featuring 1. What is your new Turkey 
dish with leftover Turkey following Thanksgiving? 2. What on-sale item would cause 
you to throw hands with someone on Black Friday? and 3. What are your Top 3 winners 
in the Conference Championships? Jamie issues a statement claiming the Red Raiders' 2 
non-conference games should've been won if 1 play could've been changed. Is he right, 
wrong, or crazy? The guys also answer your thoughts and comments on the chatline.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-28
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman, Jeff McGuire and Josh Faupel 
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and 
they read your comments from the chatline. The guys discuss the transfer portal and who 
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the
years. The future of Texas Tech football schedules. Does Alabama make the CFP if they 
beat Georgia, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with 
Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 11-29
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Geoff previews the Texas Tech basketball game against 
Butler set for tomorrow. Lucas brings the burning questions, one being which pie is
the best for a pie eating contest. Will Texas Tech ever play Texas again in football, and 
lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The 
Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-29
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie Lent review Bottom Line Big 5 College 
Football picks from the start of the season predicting who would make it to the 
conference championships. Now, they find out who they got right and wrong 
as conference championship week is here. The Play of the Day highlights Russell 
Westbrook's turnaround game winner against Golden State 10 years ago today. In 
Kailey's Daily's, the Equatorial Spitting Cobra takes center stage and Kailey leaves a 
cliffhanger for next time. Jamie asks an unofficial Question of the Day, What is the 1 
sport to fall asleep to? Spoiler alert, Nascar. The guys crack Nascar jokes and share 
interesting thoughts and experiences. Today's Take vs Take questions are 1. What 
position would make the greatest weapon punter or kicker? 2. How would you call the 
Rangers winning the World Series? 3. Start, Bench, Cut, featuring Jeff Foxworthy, Bill 
Engvall, and Ron White. Clint has a "bugle place" now? You be the judge. The guys also 
answer your comments on the chatline.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 11-30
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tell you everything you need to know in 
the world of sports both locally and nationally. Read your thoughts and comments from 
the chatline. Give a preview of the Texas Tech men's basketball matchup against Butler 
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some Red Raiders as the Big 12 released their All Big 12 teams, and conference 
postseason honors. Leading the way for Texas Tech, Ben Roberts wins Big 12 Co-
Defensive Freshman of the Year, Tahj Brooks and Austin McNamara named 1st Team 
All Big-12, Dadrion Taylor-Demerson was named 2nd Team All Big 12, and 18 other 
Red Raiders are named honorable mentions. Chois gives new names entering the transfer 
portal, or in other words the "portal potty." Go through the Top 10 list of great movies 
with awful sequels. Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with 
Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-01
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Tech's basketball game last night against 
Butler. Conference championship games begin tonight. December is now here and
what to look forward to this month. Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to 
end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-01
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Josh Faupel discuss their favorite and least 
favorite Christmas songs, Texas Tech Basketball's road loss to Butler, and what this 
weekend's college football conference championships mean for the playoffs. Plus, The 
guys make Blind Projections, Clint asks the guys what they look forward to in Tech 
Basketball's next two matchups for the Question of the Day, and for Tell Me I'm Wrong, 
Josh makes the statement that the New England Patriots have the worst future outlook of 
any of the NFL teams who are at the bottom of their division.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-04
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys give their thoughts on the college football playoffs 
and Texas, Washington, Alabama and Michigan being in it. The transfer portal is
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and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The 
Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-04
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss the four college football 
playoff teams selected for the final time before proceeding to the 12-team tournament. 
Following selection Sunday, The guys give their thoughts on what they feel went right 
and wrong, which programs were snubbed, who they think deserved their seeding, and 
what they think the criteria should be from a committee standpoint. With 300+ names 
entering the transfer portal so far, predictions for landing spots are picked by the guys. 
After the 49ers blew out the Eagles last night, the guys give their takes on who could win 
the hotly contested race to represent the NFC in the Super Bowl. The Dallas Cowboys 
still have a chance, but until they face the Eagles again, and find out their playoff 
seeding, there's no telling if they'll finally flip the switch or be the "same old Cowboys." 
The guys agree the NFL schedule is an enigma with some teams finishing the season with 
the toughest schedule, while others in the same division get the easiest closing schedule. 
Jamie asks multiple questions today starting in Take vs Take with 1. What is the one 
thing in any sport that you miss the most?  2. Fill in the blank... People make you mad the 
most when they do what? 3. College Football playoff seating Texas Tech edition. Which 
four players during Joey McGuire's tenure at Texas Tech would you seed to go against 
each other and win that playoff tournament? Jamie's Final Question of the Day asks What 
Big 12 bowl game would be the most entertaining? Candidates include Oklahoma, 
Oklahoma State, and Kansas State. The guys also answer your thoughts and comments on 
the chatline.

KTTU-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-5
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott and Chris Snead talk a little Preview into Texas Techs bowl game 
against Cal, Take vs take- Mt. Rushmore of cookies, Jamie Lent joins the show with Clint 
Scott and they talk about Texas Tech basketball and what has surprised you so far about 
the start to the season, question of the day- grass vs turf debate, dome or no dome?, tell 
me I'm wrong- if Dallas beats Eagles on Sunday they will become a Super Bowl 
contender.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-06
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Matt Estenson, and Jamie Lent discuss new names in the College 
Football transfer portal, and if any of them would be a suitable fit at Texas Tech. The 
guys address corrections that need to be made for the Red Raider Football team next year. 
The fastest growing gameshow in the world Take vs Take questions today feature 1. 
Which Ramar personality would you replace a Christmas movie character with? 2. Which 
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change their wicked ways? and 3. Describe your Ideal Sports Christmas Vacation. Jamie 
asks a Question of the Day regarding what position group do the guys think should be the 
biggest improvement for Tech Football next season? Peak Human Beings is back as the 
guys take a look at a 39 year old woman throwing a burrito bowl at a Chipotle worker, 
and is now back in the news with this incident as to what the consequences will be 
including working at a fast food restaurant.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-07
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locallyand nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys discuss all the receivers from Texas Tech who 
have entered the transfer portal. Did the CFP committee get it right? Best scented
candles, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask 
The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-08
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie Lent discuss the College Football Playoff 
and how it should be formatted, the best rivalry in college football, and Texas Tech 
Basketball and what Devan Cambridge's season-ending injury means for the Red Raiders. 
Plus, Snead and Clint go head to head in Take vs. Take and Clint asks which college 
basketball program the guys would want Tech to have a home-and-home series with for 
the Question of the Day. For Tell Me I'm Wrong, Jamie makes the statement that outside 
of Tahj Brooks, Dadrion Taylor-Demerson was the MVP during the regular season for 
Texas Tech Football.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-11
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Tahj Brooks announces he will return to Texas Tech next 
season. The guys discuss crazy college basketball coaches. Was Patrick Mahomes right
for what he said to Josh Allen? The guys begin to preview Texas Tech's bowl game, and 
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Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-11
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Jamie Lent discuss Cam'Ron Valdez entering the 
transfer portal and where the Red Raider running back room stands. The guys give their 
takes on the offensive offsides penalty in the Chiefs vs Bills matchup negating the 
potential game-winning touchdown, and Patrick Mahomes unleashing his frustration at 
the officials. This Saturday was International Llama Day as Kailey's Daily's celebrates 
the Llama today with facts from Snead. There's rejoicing in order with Tahj Brooks 
announcing his return to Texas Tech for the 2024 season. The guys share their thoughts 
on what will be exciting to see with the main guy in the offense this season coming back, 
along with other exciting talent entering via the portal or high school graduation. Clint 
issues a statement claiming Tahj Brooks returning is the best news Tech has gotten all 
year. Is he right, wrong or crazy? The guys also answer your thoughts and comments on 
the chatline.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-12
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys continue to preview the upcoming bowl game for 
Texas Tech. Chois brings a pop quiz for Hax on cities that have all four major sports
teams. Hax fires the burning questions at Chois and Lucas. The transfer portal is still 
going strong, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with 
Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM Bottom Line
Date: 12-12
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott and Chris Snead talk a little Preview to Tech vs Cal Independence 
Bowl, what would the name of a Bowl game be if one was in Lubbock. Jamie Lent joins 
the show, Clint and Jamie talk Texas Tech Basketball vs Oral Roberts and expectations 
for the game without Devan Cambridge, tell me I'm wrong- Texas Tech will score 30 
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record. Looking forward to Texas Tech basketball and Texas Tech football this week. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-13
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Jeff McGuire and Geoff Haxton tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Texas Tech's win over Oral Roberts last 
night. The Lady Raiders play their "Education Game" today. The Cowboys are clicking 
on all cylinders thanks to their defense and lastly the guys take questions from the 
chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-14
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton
tells you what you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and 
they read your comments from the chatline. The guys give their final thoughts about 
Texas Tech's bowl game. Giannis scored 64 points against the Pacers. How will Texas 
Tech do against Vandy in basketball? The Cowboys have a tough task against the Bills,
and lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The 
Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-14
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, and Matt Estenson look forward to the Independence 
Bowl as the 48-hour mark is here. The guys give their takes on bowl games as far as what 
they think the NCAA got right and wrong, sit-outs and transfers, new 
coaches/coordinators, the magnitude of the game on both the low end and College 
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their hypothetical reactions if carolers were outside their doors, what they like, dislike, 
favorite songs and more. The Play of the Day highlights Red Raider Basketball's victory 
over Oral Roberts with the alley oop and 1 from Isaacs to Washington. Kailey says 
"Swifties of the world unite" for her birthday yesterday as the (similar sounding to her 
name) Tailless Whip Scorpion takes center stage for Kailey's Daily's with facts from 
Snead. With Matty Ice in the building, there is NBA talk from the Giannis scuffle to 
Draymond Green's latest ejection with the flagrant foul 2 punch to the jaw of Jusef 
Nurkic. The guys go head-to-head in the fastest growing gameshow in the world Take vs 
Take with the questions 1. What is your "Jingle All the Way" gift and method to get it 
when stores everywhere don't have it and everybody wants it? 2. Start/Bench/Cut White 
Elephant, Mitten unwrapping, Caroling. 3. Player(s) entering the transfer portal or 
declaring for the NFL draft must play in the bowl game, or coach(s) must coach in the 
bowl game before moving on to their next job?

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-15
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Clint Scott and Jamie Lent tells you what you need 
to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your comments 
from the chatline. Clint gives Jamie a pop quiz on Texas Tech bowl history. Lucas asks 
the burning question, including best food to eat a little burnt. The guys break down the 
Texas Tech bowl game set for tomorrow night, and lastly the guys take questions from 
the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-15
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Chois Woodman and Chris Snead break down Texas Tech's Independence 
Bowl matchup with California, which position groups the guys are concerned about 
entering the bowl, what a win would mean for the program, and reflect on their memories 
of Tech in past bowl games. Plus, for the Question of the Day, Snead asks which two 
losses the guys would trade for a win for, and for Tell Me I'm Wrong, Chois makes the 
statement that the Big 12 will be more enjoyable next season with the 16-team structure.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-18
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Jeff McGuire and Geoff Haxton tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Texas Tech's win on the basketball court 
over Vandy. The Cowboys fall to the Bills. Hax's favorite Christmas movies. The gents
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from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-18
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead, Kailey Snead and Jamie Lent discuss the different 
experiences after a great weekend in Shreveport, Louisiana for the Independence Bowl 
Champion Texas Tech Red Raiders. The guys share their quick thoughts on the 
Dallas Cowboys' egregious loss to the Buffalo Bills yesterday. Although Kailey is 
undefeated in the fastest growing game show in the world Take vs Take, she decides not 
to risk that streak as she asks Clint and Snead the questions today starting with 1. What is 
your favorite gift Santa brought to you? 2. What is your most favorite Texas Tech sports 
moment in this millennium? 3. What has been your favorite Kailey's Daily's so far and 
why? and it cannot be the Panda. Today's Play of the Day not only celebrates the 
Independence Bowl victory for the Red Raiders, but it also celebrates the return of the 
star of the offense Tahj Brooks. The live in-person edition of Kailey's Daily's features 
facts on the King Cobra, and Kailey brings the guys paintings from penguins. Snead goes 
on another rant following the bowl game on fans always finding a way to get upset even 
after a win. Jamie asks Clint if he was into the G.I. Joe vs Cobra as a kid which in typical 
Bottom Line fashion leads to an interesting conversation. The guys share what 
they think the most quotable movies are. Including Space Jam, Christmas Vacation, The 
Polar Express, and more. 

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-19
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Jeff McGuire and Geoff Haxton tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Five questions Jeff asks Geoff about the Texas Tech 
basketball team. Top five players returning for the Tech football team. When does 
Christmas
start for you? Lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline to
end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM Bottom Line
Date: 12-12
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott and Josh Faupel recap the NFL week 15 and the crazy NFC East 
chase are 49ers clear number one team? Clint Scott and Jamie Lent talk Texas Tech 
Basketball home and home vs Texas A&M and overall competition in BIG 12 Basketball, 
Clint asks todays question of the day- What player for Texas Tech football are you most 
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football should expect to win at least 8 games, other BIG 12 bowl games this weekend. 

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-20
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: Geoff Haxton and Josh Faupel bring you headlines on what you need to know 
in the world of sports. The guys grade all the offensive positions after the season. 
National Signing Day is here as the guys throughout the show give you updates and new 
names signing their letters of intent to Texas Tech including names like 5-star Micah 
Hudson, Maurice Rodriques, Jackson Hilderbrand, state champion Adam Hill, the best 
long-snapper in the nation Rylan Vagana, the 2nd best punter in the nation Jack Burgess, 
Washington State transfer Josh Kelly, and much more. Hax shares an interesting 
Jim Thorpe story. Josh gives you his top 5 NFL teams featuring the Ravens, 49ers, 
Dolphins, Chiefs, and Bills. The guys give their highs and lows in the world of sports. 
Your questions are welcomed on the chatline for Ask the Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-20
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent discuss their excitement on the new 
faces entering this Texas Tech football program with today being National Signing Day. 
A lot of credit is due for Joey McGuire acquiring football talent not just from Texas but 
Georgia, California. The Play of the Day, despite the unfortunate loss to Tulsa, gives a 
shoutout and appreciation to the great Mark Finkner for always doing a great job 
presenting Lady Raider basketball action to the 806. In Kailey's Daily's, after the Cobra 
take on the live edition, Snead brings you facts on one of the cobra's greatest fears aka 
The Mongoose takes center stage today. Clint has the questions for the fastest growing 
gameshow in the world Take vs Take 1. If you were trapped on a deserted island what is 
the last thing you would wanna see wash up on the shore? 2. What are your 3 road trip 
items of your choice to have? 3. If there was an unexpected 5-star at any position 
available for Texas Tech, who would you want Joey McGuire to get? Jamie asks his 
Question of the Day, Who should this year's NFL MVP be? Candidates include Lamar 
Jackson, Brock Purdy, Dak Prescott, Tua Tagovailoa.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-21
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Clint Scott tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys preview Texas Tech vs UTA basketball. How NIL 
deals shape the transfer portal. Best Christmas traditions and if they are overrated
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with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-22
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Josh Faupel tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Tech's win over UTA in basketball 
yesterday. What will a win over the Dolphins mean for the Cowboys? Who will be the 
next NFL coach fired? Top ten Christmas movies list, and lastly the guys take questions 
from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 12-22
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Clint Scott, Chris Snead and Jamie Lent go head-to-head in the fastest growing 
gameshow in the world Take vs Take with the questions 1. What is your overrated, 
underrated and erase from existence Christmas movie edition. 2. Artists that haven't made 
a Christmas album but should. 3. What sporting event would you like to see on 
Christmas? A terrifying edition of Kailey's Daily's speaks on the Angler Fish, which is 
mostly known from Finding Nemo, with facts from Snead. The guys give their thoughts 
on the bowl games coming up, primarily with the Big 12, and the Big 12's newest faces 
this season. Clint asks the Question of the Day What wins would you take for Texas Tech 
Basketball once Conference play hits? Jamie also issues a Tech Basketball statement 
claiming it's more likely for this year's basketball team to miss the NCAA Tournament, 
than to make it. Is he right, wrong, or crazy? Clint brings an Interesting Facts of the Day 
regarding the color mauve was discovered by accident, and how bubble gum was 
invented.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-26
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Geoff Haxton and Garrett Luft tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys discuss how their Christmas was. Will Florida 
State really leave the ACC? What to look forward to for Texas Tech basketball, and lastly
the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-27
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. Chois gives Hax a pop quiz on bowl game locations. Do the 
Dallas Cowboys need to do anything different before heading into the playoffs? The
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and what to expect moving forward, and lastly, the guys take questions from the chatline 
to end the show with Ask TheBenchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 12-29
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Chois Woodman and Geoff Haxton tells you what 
you need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap Texas Tech's win over Sam Houston on the 
basketball court last night. Who do you want to see win the CFP? Best moments in sports
in 2023, and lastly the guys take questions from the chatline to end the show with Ask 
The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM End of the Bench
Date: 01-02
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: The End of the Bench with Geoff Haxton and David Collier tells you what you 
need to know in the world of sports both locally and nationally, and they read your 
comments from the chatline. The guys recap last night's two college football playoffs 
semifinals. Does Harbaugh leave Michigan after this season? The Red Raiders won their
last non conference game against North Alabama yesterday. Can the Cowboys win the 
NFC East title with a win over Washington? Lastly, the guys take questions from the 
chatline to end the show with Ask The Benchwarmers.

KJTV-FM The Bottom Line
Date: 01-02
Time: 12:00-3:00
Synopsis: Chois, Chris, and Jamie discussed adding sports to Texas Tech, Chois finding 
his new self, Kirk Herbstriet's recent takes on bowl games, Texas Tech basketball 
heading into conference play, and who they think will improve in football next season.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS:

KJTV-AM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 9th-October 24th
TIME: Various Times (45 times per quarter)
LENGTH: Promotes the Source to Solution Event which airms to help those fighting 
with alcohol or drug addiction.
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KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 18th through December 3rd
TIME: Various Times (141 times)
SYNOPSIS: Promotes services that are available for the elderly.

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 18th through November 12th

TIME: Various Times (75 times)
SYNOPSIS: Brings awareness to the dangers of fentanyl. 

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: October 18th through October 29th
TIME: Various Times (33 times)
SYNOPSIS: Promotes the consumption of eating farm fresh food. 

KJTV-FM Public Service Announcement
DATE: November 20th through December 31st
TIME: Various Times (129 times)
SYNOPSIS: Promoting the importance of getting designated drivers during the holiday 
season. 

1700-Teen Vaping
Date: 1/1/2023-12/31/2023
Duration:30
Aired Number of spots 26

1701- CARISSA HIGHSCHOOL DIPLOMA
Date: 1/1/2023- 12/23/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 22

1704- SAVE YOUR LIFE LUNG CANCER
Date: 1/1/2023- 12/23/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 12

1706- ENDING HUNGER GOGOO DOLLS
Date: 1/1/2023- 12/23/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 15

1710- BELONGING
Date: 1/31/2023- 12/02/2023
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Aired Number of spots 14

1716- CAREGIVER ASSISTANCE
Date: 2/15/2023- 10/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 43

1717- FIGHT CRC PSA
Date: 2/22/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 14

1721- VIRTUES ADOPTION FOSTER
Date: 3/01/2023- 12/07/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 93

1723- LEGACY
Date: 3/01/2023- 9/01/2024
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 102

1726- UMERGENCY
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 75

1728- ORGAN AND EYE DONATION
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 81

1730- FOR GOOD
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 73

1733- SOCIAL SECURITY SCAM ALER
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 73

1740- CELEBRITY SCARY
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Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 82

1745- HRSA ORGAN DONOR
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 73

1749- DAV FORCES
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 74

1750- VOICES FOR RECOVERY
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 68

1753- GOOD IN YOU
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 72

1762- FIRE PREVENTION OUTDOORS
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 71

1769- DRUG IMPAIRED I GET LOST
Date: 5/02/2023- 4/20/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 5

1780- WALK MS
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 132

1781- REBUILDING VETERANS LIVES
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
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Aired Number of spots 132

1782- Warning App Type 2 Diabetes
Date: 5/17/2023- 11/03/2024
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 105

1804- EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 63

1805- TOO MUCH STRESS RELIEF 1
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 59

1806- HRSA POSION CONTROL MAKE
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 67

1807- ALL OF US HEALTH CARE
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 54

1808- COMMUNITY IN SCHOOLS
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 54

1809- ENDING HUNGER FULL EFFECT
Date: 6/20/2023- 6/14/2025
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 136

1811- ORGAN DONOR
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 57

1812- ORGAN DONOR
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Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 181

1814- CARBON MONOXIDE
Date: 01/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 44

1822- CLEAN ACROSS TX FROG
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 179

1824- DRINK AND DRIVE "PROBALY"
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 178

1825- BUZZED DRIVING LOVE FEST
Date: 7/13/2023- 5/21/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 1

1828- CHILD HUNGER
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 180

1830- GOAT- ADOPTION FOSTER CARE
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 41

1832- FARM FRESH
Date: 8/21/2023- 9/24/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 74

1834- SSI CHILDREN HELP
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
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Aired Number of spots 176

1835- CLOSE TO THE GAME
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 179

1836- LEADERSHIP YOU CAN BELIEV
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 172

1838- VETERAN CRISIS THE QUESTION
Date: 8/30/2023- 8/23/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 153

1847- MORE THAN EXTRACURRICULAR
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 38

1858- MENTAL HEALTH FATHER/DAUGHTER
Date: 9/13/2023- 9/12/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 8

1859- WILDFIRE PREVENT CAMPFIRE
Date: 9/15/2023- 5/11/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 9

1861- FLU VACCINATION
Date: 9/25/2023- 4/30/2024
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 2

1864- TX GIRLS & BOYS RANCH NAM
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 36

1865- FENTANYL AWARENESS
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47Date: 10/13/2023- 12/24/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 155

1867- HHSC AGING SERVICES
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 155

1868- BLOOD PRESSURE CONTROL
Date: 7/12/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 189

1871- SSI THE LIFE OF A CHILD
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 177

1874- NUMBER STORY
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 168

1894- AMERICAN HUMANE
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 30

1895- A PLEDGE TO VETERANS
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 60
Aired Number of spots 165

1897- COVENANT SAFE HOUSE
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 33

1898- WOMEN VETERANS
Date: 4/01/2023- 12/31/2023
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Aired Number of spots 28

1899- AMBULANCE STROKE
Date: 1/01/2023- 12/31/2023
Duration: 30
Aired Number of spots 55
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